Lesson Overview
Betty the Yodeling MooMoo
CASEL Standards:
SOCIAL AWARENESS: The abilities to understand the perspectives of and empathize with others,
including those from diverse backgrounds, cultures, and contexts.
RELATIONSHIP SKILLS: The abilities to establish and maintain healthy and supportive relationships
and to effectively navigate settings with diverse individuals and groups.
Academic Standards:
Common Core English/Language Arts Standards:
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.K.8
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.1.8
With guidance and support from adults, recall information from experiences or gather information
from provided sources to answer a question.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.2.8
Recall information from experiences or gather information from provided sources to answer a
question.
Objective:
Use relationship skills to work collaboratively to problem solve.
Essential Questions:
How can I work with others to solve a problem?
I Can:
I can work with others to solve a problem.
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Mindful Teaching Tips
If your students or child has never heard a professional yodeler, go online and watch some
yodeling videos so they have a deeper connection with the story. And if you are feeling
adventurous, take a free online yodeling course with your child and have a blast yodeling away
together!
Giving children an opportunity and space to be loud is a great way to allow them to express their
emotion. Kids are often loud when they get excited or upset and helping them to know when it is
okay to be loud and when they should be quiet is very important. Being loud while they play with
others is very healthy and helps them develop both socially and physically.

Teaching Transcript
Can you hear Betty the Yodeling MooMoo? She’s standing in the town square yodeling her
beautiful song. But the problem is everyone else in Strudelhofen is trying to go to bed and her
yodeling is keeping them awake.
How do loud noises make you feel?
When do you like to hear loud noises?
How do you feel when you are trying to fall asleep and other people are being loud?
After You Listen
The Moshling townspeople came together and identified their problem – Betty was yodeling too
loudly at night. They each gave suggestions on how to solve the problem until they all decided on
building her a stage in the hills. Then she could yodel at night further away and not be as loud.
Let’s get into groups and look at how to solve problems together. Each person should give a
suggestion and then the group should decide on a way to
solve the problem.
Problem 1: You saw someone in the class take food out of
another student’s lunchbox without telling them. What
should you do?
Problem 2: One friend invited you to go to the park and
play on Saturday and you said yes. Then another friend
called and invited you to go swimming on Saturday. You
would rather go swimming. What should you do?
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Home Time Activity
Betty is a very loud yodeler. She could be heard many towns away when she stood on top of the hill.
Betty loved to perform for others so that they could hear her sing. The townspeople didn’t want to
hurt her feelings by asking her to stop, so they had to come up with a different solution.
Is there a problem or issue in your home that you could come together as a family and solve?
Identify a problem, allow each person to suggest a solution, and then come to a final solution as a
family. Write down the solution and post it where everyone can see.

Weekly Theme Card
Our voices naturally get louder and higher when we are excited or frustrated. And sometimes our
outside voices make their way inside.

Where can you be
loud?

When is a good
time to be loud?

Find spaces and times where your child can be loud and make noise.
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